Star-Timer Calendar Key
Your Star-Timer Calendar illustrates your personal stars for each day. It can show you the times when
special opportunities are more likely to appear in your life and should be acted upon, and also when to avoid
important initiatives and when new people, ideas and “opportunities” that appear are likely to spell disaster. Your
personal Star-Timer shows your personal cycles only. Combine BOTH a Universal and a personal Star-Timer to
maximize your ability to harness the power of the stars in your life. Get a Universal Star-Timer

Quick-Start Guide

Horizontal bars of color = continuing cycles
Each horizontal bar = one cycle

Vertical columns = concurrent cycles for that day
Aqua shaded vertical columns = weekends

Trouble seeing something on your Star-Timer? Adjust your display settings or zoom in your view.
Star-Timers are graphed for noon each day in your residence time zone - graphed cycles are in effect at or
before noon on the day they begin, and until noon or later on the day they end.
Cycle names may be longer than the cycle – your cycle is only in effect when you see the colored bar. If a cycle
starts near the end of the month you may see the icon only rather than the cycle name. Grayed-out cycle names
at the beginning of month with no colored bar indicate you have none of those cycles for the month.
In Brief:
When your personal stars AND Universal stars are good, MOVE AHEAD. Don’t just wait for things to
happen – MAKE THEM HAPPEN. Look ahead to see when your stars are especially good so you can be
prepared to maximize them.
When your personal stars AND Universal stars are bad, WAIT. Don’t initiate anything important. Look ahead
to see when your stars will be bad so you can get things done beforehand or wait until after bad stars pass.
Understanding your Star-Timer
Star-Timer Cycles
Star-Timer Strategies
Money
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Understanding your Star-Timer
Your Star-Timer will help you choose dates for most important actions* and activities to maximize your success
and avoid heartbreak or failure. You'll be able to see the long-term view for long-range planning, and also see
the best days to utilize each week. You'll see windows of opportunity when you can advance your dreams, and
when to take utmost care to be at your best to avoid disaster. Use it to plan all types of meetings (business and
romantic; first-time especially, but also subsequent meetings), special occasions, presentations, interviews,
submissions, applications, and anything else you really want to succeed. Using your Star-Timer for important
activities can create the pace of ‘hurry up’ and ‘wait’ which can be frustrating at first. However, habitually using
your Star-Timer for your critical timing will soon become a very successful way of life. *Important note
Empty areas in the beginning of the first month or at the end of the last month of your Star-Timer are days
which were not part of your order.
The longest cycles are always the strongest cycles. These are indicated by long unbroken horizontal bars.
The weakest cycles are cycles which only last a few days. More than one cycle may be graphed per horizontal
line to save space- if there is a white gap for one or more days between horizontal colored bars, more than one
cycle has been graphed on that line.
Both good and bad cycles can come in cascades – you may have many concurrent good cycles, or many
concurrent bad ones, sometimes for months! Make the most of positive cascades and be patient with negative
cascades – good stars really do follow bad stars – good times really do follow bad times – and when a negative
cascade is finally over you will probably have a break from these cycles for quite a while.
Focus on the cycles which are relevant to what you want to do. To assess each day, look at all the cycles in
the vertical column for that day. Each cycle pertains to different areas of life. Not every cycle pertains to every
action. To know which cycles relate to which areas of life, go to Star-Timer Cycles. For maximum success
move forward when you have the most concurrent positive cycles which directly relate to your planned initiative.
The various cycles you may see on your calendar may be of greater or lesser importance depending upon what
in particular you are planning to do. These “best of the best” days should be chosen for the most important new
initiatives, new investments, new meetings, appearances and artistic release dates. These are your most
winning days. These are the days to be bold, to shoot for the stars.
Avoid any significant new beginnings or new meetings during multiple relevant negative cycles if possible, EVEN
IF you also have Golden, Silver, Cinderella or other positive cycles. Days with both positive and negative cycles
are mixed days, but still can often lead to negative outcomes. Concurrent good and bad cycles DO NOT cancel
each other out! All planetary energies have an effect. For example, a business started during concurrent Golden
cycles and multiple Blackout cycles might be profitable, but might still bring heartbreak in some way.

But…. perfection is rare – in life, and in your calendar. With so many cycles discovered through Magi
research and depending on the cycles you ordered, many or even most days can have at least one
negative cycle. Don’t let negative cycles worry you too much, but don’t wish you didn’t know about them
either! Use this calendar key to understand the strongest possible combinations: days with the most
relevant positive cycles and the fewest relevant negative ones. These are your best days available.
Since perfection is so rare – the goal is to find and wait for, days which are favorable ENOUGH. More
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Days which have multiple Blackout or other negative cycles are your very worst days. On days with
multiple negative cycles, or during the last 3 days of the dark portion of a negative cycle and for 1- 2 days after
the dark portion ends, avoid doing anything important- you must be especially careful not to make major errors.

Examples:
Below are examples of 3 different Success + Love Calendars for comparison purposes. Compare these in
general to your calendar to understand the relative quality of the months in your calendar.

A Great Month:
This is a much better than average
month. There are lots of favorable
cycles – many of them long and
unbroken for the entire month (the
strongest kind of cycle.) No
negative cycles at all.
A great month to go for it!

An Average Month:
This is what a pretty average month looks
like for most people. There are an
average number of favorable cycles, and
there are some negative cycles.
If you saw this and could wait to do
something important that would be
preferable, but there are some fairly
acceptable days to do those things which
can’t wait.
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A Poor Month:
This month has fewer than average
favorable cycles and multiple negative
cycles in the dark (most strongly negative)
portion.
This would be a month to wait out – avoid
starting something important until your
cycles improve!

Star-Timer Cycles
Your Star-Timer does not represent every cycle which could possibly be favorable or unfavorable, but is rather a
calendar of the personal cycles you have ordered.
If you ordered a Custom Star-Timer you may not have all the cycles you need to make important timing
decisions. Though it is highly recommended on the Star-Timer web page, not everyone chooses to order both
the positive and negative cycles which pertain to their areas of interest. If you ordered only positive or only
negative cycles, please be aware that your Star-Timer does not represent a balanced view of your concurrent
cycles on any particular day. You really need to see all cycles, positive and negative, which influence the parts of
life in which you are trying to succeed.
See more cycles you need below? Order here.

Important: Please view your Star-Timer with a sense of proportion!
Everyone's cycles fluctuate dramatically. You may find that your Star-Timer covers a particularly good
time in your life, or a particularly bad one. Both good and bad cycles can come in cascades. It is
especially difficult to put your cycles into perspective if you have ordered a 3-month Star-Timer. Shorter
Star-Timers can't give you the long-term view to really see your best and worst times in the same way
that longer Star-Timers can. If your Star-Timer isn’t what you hoped for, or if you don’t see the
combination of cycles you were hoping for, at least you have the knowledge to turn this to your
advantage by waiting to start something critically important. Remember – good stars always follow bad
stars, and over time, EVERYONE has cycles and combinations of cycles favorable enough to succeed in
their objectives and achieve their dreams! More Also, some negative cycles are much more commonly
found than their positive counterparts – such as Bad vs. Good Health cycles and “Ugly” vs. Beauty
cycles. If you ordered these cycles, you must read these sections of the key carefully to have a balanced
understanding of what you are seeing. More
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Money Cycles

Golden cycles
Golden cycles are your most winning days for making money. Use these cycles to track your best days for
business and financial opportunity. Golden cycles are the best times to meet new people for profit in business, to
start a new venture or a new job, to sign important agreements, to start a business, or to launch a product or
website for maximum profitability.

Silver cycles
Similar to Golden cycles but only one-half as strong.

True Love and Charisma Cycle

Cinderella cycles
During Cinderella cycles, people see you in your best possible light. Your charisma and ability to make a good
impression are at a peak. The more concurrent Cinderella cycles you are having, the more charismatic and
wonderful you are perceived to be!
In business, Cinderella cycles are the best times to meet new people for greatest acceptance, to sell yourself
and your ideas, to go on an interview, to ask for a promotion or a raise, to start a new venture or job, or to launch
a product for maximum popularity.
For singles, Cinderella cycles are the times when you can meet your soulmate. For those in a relationship,
Cinderella cycles are the times when you can advance the relationship and/or push for greater commitment.
If you are single and want to meet your soulmate
When you are having Cinderella cycles and no Blackout cycles- get out there! Don’t waste this special
opportunity. Join an online dating site or several, sign up with a matchmaker, accept every invitation you receive,
attend events, go places, take classes, ask your friends to set you up, look your best every day and keep your
eyes open!
The more concurrent Cinderella cycles you have on a given day, the more likely you are to meet your soulmate
on that day. On your very best days, meet as many people as you can. Keep first meetings short – schedule
coffee dates, not lunch or dinner dates, to “lock in” the positive stars with as many people as possible. These are
also great days to attend singles events for the same reason. Then, even as your Cinderella cycles end, you can
take your time deciding which of those relationships are worth developing and which are not.
If you don’t meet your Soulmate this time around, don’t panic! Everyone has many multiple-Cinderella days in
their life. Get ready for the next ones.
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Challenging Cycles

Nuclear cycles
Relationships and new initiatives begun under Nuclear cycles are seldom a "fit" for you and you are likely to later
find yourself with serious and irreconcilable differences with whatever was begun during these times. Nuclear
cycles are also representative of severe bad judgment and planning and are included in Blunder cycles.
The Light Maroon portion (transits outside the power orb) of the Nuclear cycle indicates times when important
decisions and important new beginnings are inadvisable. Avoid them if possible, but if something absolutely
must be done during a Nuclear cycle, do it during the Light Maroon portion. The Dark Maroon portion (the power
orb of a transit) indicates times when you should to everything you can to avoid such actions and activities.
During Nuclear cycles, the best advice is: Don’t start any important new venture, project or job, don’t sign any
contracts, don’t open bank or brokerage accounts, don’t do any investing or make any significant sales of
investments, don’t list real property for sale, don’t make any large purchases, try not to meet anyone new, don’t
launch any product or artistic release
One effect of Nuclear cycles is that they will make you more error-prone both in your judgment, your
computations, and in your speaking and writing. You can work on projects, but DO NOT pull the trigger or set
anything in motion until you have THOROUGHLY revisited the work you did during the Nuclear cycle, and do not
do this until you are at least 2 days past the end of the Nuclear cycle.
You WILL find errors in your logic or your work and it is crucial that you find ALL errors before you move ahead.
Try not to be too frustrated with negative cycles. They are a part of life, and they would succeed in sabotaging
you if you didn't know about them through your Star-Timer. Knowledge of your Nuclear cycles allows you to
choose your important dates super-carefully and avoid them. If we don't natalize something during a bad transit,
once the transit is over, it's over! Natalizing during bad stars is in effect carrying the bad energy forward with us
into the future. More

Blackout cycles
Blackout cycles (aka Heartbreak cycles) are worst possible times for almost anything, including meeting new
people. Starting anything new or trying to push your agenda during a Blackout cycle most often eventually leads
to failure or heartbreak – especially during the Black portion of the cycle. Blackout cycles are characterized by
bad judgment and people seeing you in your worst possible light. In business, Blackout cycles are the worst
possible times to meet new people, to start a new venture or a new job, to invest, to sign important agreements,
to incorporate, or to launch a product or website. For singles, Blackout cycles are the times when meeting
anyone new is likely to lead to heartbreak. For those in a relationship, Blackout cycles are the times when you
could make a critical error and must be on your very best behavior to avoid problems. Despite the fact that days
with multiple Blackout cycles are terrible for meeting anyone new, they are highly captivating, which can mean
that you could cling strongly to people you meet on these days even though they are not good for you.
The Gray portion (transits outside the power orb) of the Blackout cycle indicates times when the actions and
activities below are inadvisable. Avoid them if possible, but if something absolutely must be done during a
Blackout cycle, do it during the Gray portion. The Black portion (the power orb of a transit) indicates times when
you should avoid such actions and activities if at all possible.
www.MagiHelena.com
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During multiple Blackout cycles: Don’t start any new venture, project or job, don’t sign any contracts, don’t open
bank or brokerage accounts, don’t do any investing or make any significant sales of investments, don’t list real
property for sale, don’t make any large purchases, try not to meet anyone new, don’t launch any product or
artistic release.
During both the Gray and Black portions in all situations, be on your best possible behavior, don’t make waves,
be agreeable and cooperative, make no major decisions or changes.
Try not to be too frustrated when you have multiple Blackout Cycles. Because you know about them, you can
time your efforts so that Blackout cycles can’t destroy them. If there were no Blackout Cycles, making money
and finding true love would be easy for everyone. Remember that if you don't natalize something during a bad
transit, once the transit is over, it's over! Natalizing during bad stars is in effect carrying the bad energy forward
with you into the future.
Make the most of your winning days with no Blackout Cycles and then wait patiently for your next window of
opportunity whenever possible. Knowing when to advance your interests and when to wait is one of the keys to
both success and wisdom. Understanding your own timing allows you to become one of the rare few who really
succeed and fulfill your dreams.
Be patient, this time isn’t wasted. Use your Blackout cycles to prepare for your Golden and Cinderella cycles.
You can work on plans, strategies, projects of all kinds, work on yourself, learn new skills, etc. but with a GIANT
caveat: DO NOT pull the trigger or set anything in motion until you have THOROUGHLY revisited the work you
did during the Blackout cycle, and do not do this until you are at least 2 days past the Blackout cycle.
One effect of Blackout Cycles is that they will make you more error-prone both in your judgment, your
computations, and in your speaking and writing. You WILL find errors in your logic or work and it is crucial that
you find ALL errors before you move ahead. More
If you ordered a Success + Love Star-Timer you may also see some Blackout cycles labeled “Success (Only)
Blackout.” These cycles are unfavorable for business and career but are not Blackout cycles in personal matters.
If you are single and want to meet your soulmate
During Blackout cycles, you are very unlikely to meet your soulmate even if you also have Cinderella cycles, but
take heart! Blackout cycles are an inevitable part of everyone’s life.
It may seem depressing to see Blackout cycles on your Star-Timer, but think of it this way: knowing when new
meetings would likely lead to heartbreak can save you from wasting months or years on someone that would
ultimately be a serious disappointment or worse, and maybe missing your soulmate in the meantime.
Be patient and use your Blackout cycles to get ready for your Cinderella cycles. If you’re hanging onto an old
flame, a wishful relationship, or an unfulfilling relationship, release it now! Do whatever grieving you need to do –
even if it really hurts. Release what didn’t work so you’re ready for something better. Don’t miss your soulmate
during your next Cinderella cycles because you’re still holding onto something going nowhere. Remember – you
don’t have to let go of the dream you had for a bad or wishful relationship, you only have to let go of the reality!
KEEP YOUR DREAM for when you meet your true soulmate.
Blackout cycles are the perfect time to work on your ability to be in a healthy, loving relationship: analyze old
relationships to understand your part of what went wrong, get some therapy if you need it, read self-help books,
work on your attitudes, learn better relationship skills. We all have some room for improvement in these areas.
Physically, take this time to get in shape so you’ll feel and look your best.
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Thinking & Decision-Making Cycles Also see Blackout Cycles

Wisdom Cycles
Wisdom cycles are the times when your judgment is most clear and far-seeing. These are the best times to
make crucial decisions for both your career and your personal life. During these cycles, your mind is calm and
centered and you are most likely to receive Angelic guidance in your life.

Blunder Cycles
Blunder cycles incline us toward making mistakes, sometimes BIG mistakes. The Light Rust portion (transits
outside the power orb) of the Blunder cycle indicates times when the blunders listed below are possible. Avoid
natalizations during these cycles if possible, but if something absolutely must be done during a Blunder cycle, do
it during the Light Rust portion. The Dark Rust portion (the power orb of a transit) indicates times when you
should take EXTREME care to avoid such blunders listed below, no matter how sure you are that your thinking
is correct.
Blunder cycles are the worst possible cycles for making major decisions. Blunder cycles can make us think a
new idea or insight is more true and right than what we've always thought. They can incline us to delude
ourselves and even make it more likely to be deceived by others. Blunder cycles include Nuclear cycles and
other bad-decision cycles.
Your ability to plan wisely and do detailed work is also damaged during Blunder cycles. Re-check plans made
and any work done with extra care during Blunder cycles – if you normally double-check, triple-check during
these cycles. If at all possible, do a final re-check after the Blunder cycle is past.
Beware of any new insights or too-good-to-be-true deals that arrive during blunder cycles – especially if they fly
in the face of common wisdom – they are very unlikely to be in your best interest.
The best advice during blunder cycles is this: stick to the tried and true – don’t do anything unusual or untested;
stick to the safest course – don't take risks or go out on a limb; stick to common sense – if an idea is generally
considered to be a bad idea, don't do it; get "reality checks" from trusted, wise friends – see what they think; and
LISTEN TO AND TAKE the good advice you get, don't ignore it! More

Popularity and Fame Cycles Also see Cinderella Cycles

Super-Fame Cycles
Super-Fame cycles are times when you can most easily achieve fame and broad recognition. These are the best
times to make public appearances, to schedule performances and auditions, to sign contracts related to fame
and recognition such as with an agent or public relations firm, and to release movies, music, books or other
creative materials.
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Outcast Cycles
Outcast cycles are times when you are most likely to be disliked and to offend or alienate others. The Light Olive
portion (transits outside the power orb) of the Outcast cycle indicates times when creating a bad impression on
others is a real possibility. Avoid natalizations during these cycles if possible, but if something absolutely must
be done during an Outcast cycle, do it during the Light Olive portion.
The Dark Olive portion of Outcast cycles (the power orb of a transit) indicates times when you should take
EXTREME care with the actions and activities listed below- no matter what.

Outcast cycles are times when you have to work extra hard to avoid creating enmities and are the worst times
for important new meetings, interviews, public appearances or releasing creative materials. During Outcast
cycles, attempts to increase popularity or to ingratiate yourself with others often backfire, and the wisest course
can be simply to maintain a low profile.
Even the most charming and charismatic people have to watch every word, gesture, and joke during these
cycles since it is so easy to antagonize others. You can easily get blamed for things that aren’t your fault, and no
amount of logic will convince people you are right during these cycles. Put a smile on your face, be agreeable,
don’t make waves, say “I’m sorry” a lot, and don’t take rejections personally. More

Health Cycles

As mentioned above, many cycles, such as Good and Bad Health cycles and Beauty and Ugly cycles
below, require an understanding of the relative frequency with which they appear to avoid unnecessary
pessimism and worry. Please read the relative number of Bad vs. Good cycles carefully – to have the
clarity to use your Star-Timer effectively you must really understand the odds (the same for everyone) of
seeing Bad vs. Good cycles.

Good Health Cycles
These are the times when vitality, good health and quick healing are most supported by the stars. These are the
best times for first appointments with a new doctor, dentist or other health practitioner, the best times for
diagnostic testing, and the best times to schedule any type of surgery or procedure, including dental work.

Bad Health Cycles
Bad Health cycles are the times when health and healing are NOT supported by the stars. These are the times
to take extra care of your health day-to-day – eat wisely, exercise moderately and get plenty of rest. During bad
health cycles, avoid any type of elective surgery or procedure, including dental work. These are the worst times
for first appointments with a new doctor, dentist or other health practitioner and the worst times for diagnostic
testing.
www.MagiHelena.com
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The Gray portion (transits outside the power orb) of the Bad Health cycle indicates times when elective healthrelated procedures are inadvisable. Avoid them if possible, but if something absolutely must be done during a
Bad Health cycle, do it during the Gray portion. The Charcoal portion (the power orb of a transit) indicates times
when you should avoid such actions and activities under any circumstances unless you truly have no choice.
There are 11 Good Health cycles and 18 Bad Health cycles, so it can be difficult to find a time when there are no
Bad Health cycles at all. The key is to look for time periods with the maximum number of Good Health cycles
and the fewest Bad Health cycles, especially the fewest Bad Health cycles in their power orb. More

Fertility Cycles
Fertility cycles are the times when a woman has the greatest likelihood of conceiving a child. Though there are
many factors which influence the ability to conceive a child, using Fertility cycles allows a couple to add in one
more helpful piece of the cosmic puzzle in their attempt to have a family.

Beauty Cycles

Beauty Cycles
Beauty cycles are the times when you look most radiant, attractive and photogenic. These are the best times for
first appointments with a new hairdresser, aesthetician or other beauty specialist. These are the best times to
schedule special events, public appearances and photo sessions. Beauty cycles are also the best times to
schedule cosmetic procedures of all kinds including cosmetic dental work. These are the best times for salon
appointments and for beginning new beauty products including skincare and makeup.
Unfortunately, there are only 4 Beauty cycles and all are short, so none of us have as many Beauty cycles as we
might like. : (

“Ugly” Cycles
“Ugly” cycles are the times when you look your worst and should avoid all cosmetic procedures and cosmetic
dental procedures. Avoid any important salon appointments and do not start any beauty-related products
including skincare and makeup. Ugly cycles are the times when it’s just too easy to get “ugly” results! Ugly
cycles are the worst times for first appointments with a new plastic surgeon, dermatologist, cosmetic dentist,
hairdresser, aesthetician or other beauty specialist.
The Tan portion (transits outside the power orb) of the Ugly cycle indicates times when beauty-related activities
are inadvisable. Avoid them if possible, but if something absolutely must be done during an Ugly cycle, do it
during the Tan portion. The Brown portion (the power orb of a transit) indicates times when you should avoid
such actions and activities under any circumstances.
There are only 4 short Beauty cycles and 9 Ugly cycles which can be fairly long - maybe this is why we all have
so many “bad hair days.” The key is to look for time periods with the maximum number of Beauty cycles and the
fewest Ugly cycles, especially Ugly cycles in their power orb. More
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Romance Cycles

Romantic Cycles
During Romantic cycles you are a starry-eyed romantic looking for love. You just may find it – but only if you
ALSO have concurrent Cinderella Cycles. Romantic cycles create the yearning for love, but Cinderella Cycles
are the times when you can really meet your soulmate. Romantic cycles can also inject greater romanticism into
existing relationships.
Enjoy these cycles to the fullest but be very careful in making major decisions in your love life under their
influence. Romantic cycles have a dark side. If you are single, you may feel such a yearning for love that you are
willing to overlook too many negatives in a potential new flame. If you are in a basically good but no longer very
romantic or exciting relationship, you may hunger so much for romance that you are willing to step outside the
relationship to find it, or even end the relationship in the hope of finding more romance in a new relationship.
Be careful about your choices under Romantic cycles, especially if you have no concurrent Cinderella cycles or
have concurrent Nuclear, Blunder or Blackout cycles! Otherwise you might wake up one day when the Romantic
cycle is over and say to yourself, “What was I thinking???”

Good Sex Cycles
The best days to plan a vacation or seduction, or just get a babysitter. Good Sex cycles are times when both
your libido and performance are at a peak.

Bad Sex Cycles
Bad Sex cycles are the worst times to plan a seduction or vacation. Some Bad Sex cycles kill your libido while
others do not, but regardless of libido your ability to perform during Bad Sex cycles may be seriously challenged.
Furthermore, even if you can muster a good performance, your enjoyment may be lessened or curtailed.

Bad Sex cycles create dissatisfaction with sex and even with your sexuality in general, and you may be tempted
in unusual directions to try to find enjoyment. The downside of experimentation during Bad Sex cycles is that you
may find it difficult or impossible to return to your normal sexual expression after these cycles pass, even if you
want to.

Magi’s Picks Best Days

Worst Days

If ordered. These are my personal picks for YOUR OWN very Best and Worst Days, considering all the cycles
graphed on your Star-Timer. There may be many or few of each type of Magi’s Picks. There are a number of
factors considered for Magi’s Picks. Ideally, your best Magi’s Picks days are days when you have at least
several good cycles with no negative cycles or at least none in the dark portion, but in any case they will be the
best of the days available in your current Star-Timer.
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Your worst Magi’s Picks days are typically days when you have peaking negative cycles. My picks for your best
days are “best available” not necessarily “great.” I try to give you at least one best day per month if possible, but
bear in mind that selections are relative to the quality of days available. One month’s best days may be much
stronger or weaker than another month’s. Look at the numbers of positive and negative cycles graphed for that
day to determine if a day is stronger or weaker than other Best days. Longer Star-Timers give a clearer
perspective and more selection options for days which are truly outstanding.

Get more insight into your Star-Timer and
personal strategies for using it most advantageouslySchedule a Star-Timer Consultation with Magi Helena
15 minutes for $59 Click here

Star-Timer Strategies
General Strategies
You will see that many if not most days are mixed: that is, they have a combination of both positive and negative
cycles – this is NORMAL.
Golden, Silver and Cinderella cycles are the best possible cycles for new beginnings, Blackout and Nuclear
cycles are the worst. Wisdom cycles are best for making important decisions. When dealing with the public, use
Cinderella and Super-Fame cycles, and avoid Blackout, Nuclear and Outcast cycles. Initiating the appropriate
actions during the best cycles and avoiding any new beginnings during the worst cycles is the best way to use
the stars to your advantage.

Positive Cycle Strategies
Positive cycles are when you can make dreams come true. When your stars are good, MOVE AHEAD.
For the very most important actions we are looking for the “needle in a haystack” days which are far superior to
the norm. For day-to-day actions, choose the best days available. It makes sense that super-powerful days are
very rare – if all days were equally excellent, everyone would be a billionaire happily married to their soulmate!
On great days, don’t just wait for things to happen – MAKE THEM HAPPEN. Don’t just wait for great things to
come your way, GO GET THEM. The times when you have the most positive cycles and the fewest negative
ones are the times to fly high.
Look ahead to see times when your stars are especially good so you can be prepared to maximize them. Make
lists and plans so you can get everything you need to do done during these powerful times.
Pay particular attention to the good cycles which specifically influence the areas of life where you want to create
your successes – good cycles are for the most part not interchangeable. Success is built from utilizing the
particular cycles which influence the relevant areas of your life.
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There are two further refinements beyond this1. When possible, choose days as close to the end of positive cycles as possible, as cycles are strongest
at the end.
2. When possible, choose days with the greatest number of longer cycles – again, longer cycles are more
powerful than shorter cycles.

Negative Cycle Strategies
When your stars are truly bad, WAIT. Don’t initiate anything important. Look ahead to see when your stars will
be bad so you can get things done before bad cycles begin, or wait until after bad stars pass.
Don’t panic when you see negative cycles! Everyone has them. You’ve had them many times in the past
– you just didn’t know they were there. But even when you were in “blissful” ignorance of their presence,
negative cycles were active in your life – these were the times you failed at something despite your best efforts,
made a bad impression when trying to make a good one, met a heartbreak instead of a soulmate, or made a
major blunder when you were trying to be wise.
It isn’t always possible to avoid all negative cycles, but try to avoid multiple negatives or negatives in the
dark portion for the very most important new beginnings. If you MUST start something new or meet someone
new during negative cycles:
1. Have as many concurrent favorable cycles as possible.
2. Do so as close to the beginning of the lighter-colored portion of that particular negative cycle as possible.
Cycles are weakest at the beginning.
3. In terms of general weighting, the worst negative cycles are Blackout cycles, the 2nd worst are Nuclear cycles
and the 3rd worst are Blunder cycles.
4. Beyond this, take note of HOW the negative cycle(s) involved relate to your planned natalization. Cycles may
be of greater or lesser importance depending upon what in particular you want to do.
Negative cycles have several types of effects:
Internally, they can make you intermittently feel more depressed, confused, angry, pessimistic, vulnerable, tired
or weepy. But don’t think every day will be a bad day during bad cycles. It won’t! However, if you have a bad day
or even a bad week during negative cycles, at least you know it’s due to the stars and won’t blame yourself or
something or someone else. Often, your emotional state will correlate even more strongly to the stars than to the
situations in your life.
Outwardly, negative cycles make you less appealing to others and they can damage or destroy the things you
begin under their negative influence. Your Star-Timer helps you with both types of effects. It helps you
understand the times you aren’t feeling your best emotionally and lets you know when you should begin to feel
better. In your outer life, your Star-Timer helps you to know when you take greater care in your relationships with
others and when to avoid any important new beginnings.
It’s perfectly possible to enjoy life most days even during multiple negative cycles! It’s all about attitude. Since
you can’t start anything new, these times are excellent for putting more emphasis on just relaxing and enjoying
each day. If you adopt an attitude of patience rather than frustration you can do it. Take these times as a perfect
opportunity to SLOW DOWN. Stop pushing yourself. Smell the roses, enjoy friends and family, cultivate your
inner life and your spiritual life. Get more rest. Recharge your batteries. Express yourself creatively. Treasure
every moment. It’s never a good idea to put your life on hold until you get this or that anyway. Your life can be
www.MagiHelena.com
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about more than just your trajectory toward your ambitions and dreams. Enjoy the blessings which are in your
life RIGHT NOW.

Accept your negative cycles. Sometimes you will have more negative cycles, and sometimes you will have
fewer. The key is to avoid major decisions and crucial new beginnings during these times. It makes sense that
there are times to move ahead and times to wait if you want to achieve your dreams. All of nature works in
cycles of expansion and contraction, with times of waiting in between. During negative cycles, keep your
expectations realistic and don’t worry or make yourself crazy. Use this time to prepare for your next wonderful
window of opportunity.
Sometimes life requires us to be patient and wait longer than we would like to move forward, but when we
haven’t exhausted ourselves and our resources getting nowhere during unfavorable times, we can push ahead
maximally when the stars change and begin to favor success. Realize that your knowledge of your negative
cycles makes you one of the VERY FEW people who won’t be unknowingly undermined by them.
Star-Timer Calendars allow you to truly understand the most effective way to apply timing in your life – the times
to push ahead and the times to integrate, relax, and rest. With this knowledge you can live life fully in the
moment AND find the precious windows of time in your life when you can make your dreams come true!

Combining Personal Cycles with Universal Days
Don’t just choose days based on your personal cycles, ALSO choose Universal Days which can support your
efforts. The best strategy is to use a combination of these: your personal Star-Timer, a Universal Star-Timer,
AND Magi Society Best and Worst Days.
Your personal Star-Timer shows your personal cycles.
A Universal Star-Timer shows the particular cycles of the day and shows you if the day has enough positive
stars relevant to what you want to do.
Magi Best and Worst Days use complex analyses to give you the very most powerful days in general.
About Magi Best and Worst Days: Magi Best and Worst Days are “best and worst” not “good and bad.”
Therefore, each month’s selections are relative to that month’s quality of days available. Magi Days which are
not listed as either best or worst are considered neutral or mixed days.

Make your choices for your most important new initiatives and new meetings in the following order of preference:
1. An overlap of positive & relevant personal cycles, positive relevant Universal stars with a Magi Best Day.
2. Positive relevant personal stars, neutral Universal stars, Magi Best Day.
3. Positive relevant personal stars, positive relevant Universal Stars, Magi neutral day.
4. Neutral personal stars, positive relevant Universal stars, Magi Best Day.
When you MUST start something or meet someone new on a lesser day, the order of preference:
5. Neutral personal stars, neutral Universal stars, Magi Best Day.
6. A mixed day for you (as described above), positive relevant Universal stars, Magi Best Day.
7. A mixed day for you (as described above), neutral Universal stars, Magi Best Day.
If you must choose any option other than option 1 above, there may be a way to “undo” or re-natalize your new
beginning. Please email me for more information.
By all means try to avoid any new beginning with any combination worse than described in lines 5-7 above.
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More Star-Timer Options
Personal Investment and Real Estate Star-Timers are available here.
Universal Star-Timers are available here.

Important Note: Combining your personal and Universal Star-Timer Calendars is excellent for all day-to-day
timing decisions. However, it does not factor in many of the necessary elements for a Super-Success
Incorporation Date, a MAGIcal Wedding Date or Renewal of Vows Date, a MAGIcal surgery date or other
crucial dates. Such crucial dates include: partnership agreement dates, employment dates, domain purchase
dates, website launch dates, bank or brokerage account dates, mortgage signing dates, product launch dates,
artistic release dates, and the date your meet someone vitally important for the first time. To be properly
chosen, these dates must factor in many complex elements in the date itself as well as your personal cycles.
Please do not use your Star-Timers as a substitute for a professionally-chosen MAGIcal or Super-Success
Date for such all-important dates! How to know if you need a MAGIcal or Super-Success Date

Good Luck, Many Blessings!!!

Also Available:

Get $5 off - use coupon code: SAVE5
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Books by Magi Helena
for Kindle on Amazon.com:
Get the free Kindle app for
most smartphones, tablets
and computers here

Helpful links:
MagiHelena.com
Star-Timer Calendars
Magi Glossary
Success
Love
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